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INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR STATUS
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Saleem v. Corporate Transportation Group, Ltd.
Case No. 12-CV-8450 (SDNY, 9/16/14)
Held: Drivers were independent contractors

Plaintiffs’ Points

Given assignments by the company

Governed by the company’s dispatch system

Observed the company’s dress code

Signed a non-compete agreement

Used only basic driving skills

Had often worked for the company for years
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Saleem v. Corporate Transportation Group, Ltd.
Defendant’s Points
Could and did turn down assignments
Could and did work for others despite non-compete
Risked profit or loss based on their own initiative
Bore the risk of profit and loss
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Meyer v. United States Tennis Association
Case No. 1:11-cv-6268 (SDNY, 9/11/14)
Held: U.S. Open tennis officials were independent contractors

Plaintiffs’ Points
Required to wear uniforms
Required to appear for scheduled matches at specified times
Required to officiate using game rules and Officials’ Code of Conduct
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Meyer v. United States Tennis Association
Defendant’s Points
Full discretion and authority to call the game as they saw it
Discretion re reporting technical infractions by players
Discretion re penalizing players for rules violations
Discretion whether to suspend match due to weather
Could and did decide when to officiate
Could and did hold other jobs, including other tennis associations
Controlled own profit/loss by deciding





Which officiating certifications to pursue
How many training sessions to attend and level of difficulty
How many days to work
Made own lodging, meal and travel arrangements

Limited duration of tournament
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Perez v. Paul Johnson Drywall, Inc.
Case No. 2:14-cv-01062 (D.C. Az., 6/2/14)
Held: Former employees paid on piece rate basis not independent contractors

Drywall company contracted with a subcontractor who in turn hired drywall
company’s former employees as “members/owners” and treated them as
independent contractors
Under the terms of the settlement, the drywall company paid $556,000 in
overtime, back pay and liquidated damages to at least 445 current and former
employees and a civil penalty of $44,000. It also severed its business relationship
with the subcontractor, agreed to reclassify 1,325 workers as employees and hire
627 new employees. Under the arrangement with the subcontractor, the drywall
company’s workforce had dropped to 28 employees.
It is common in the construction industry for companies to keep a relatively small
core group of full-time employees, then hire subcontractors on a pay-as-you-work
basis.
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WHITE COLLAR EXEMPTIONS:
SALARY AND FEE ISSUES
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Baden-Winterwood v. Life Time Fitness, Inc.
566 F.3d 618 (6th Cir. 2009)
Held: Salary deductions made to recoup prior bonus overpayments
negated salary basis
 Under bonus plan, managers received a predetermined base salary and
were eligible for monthly bonuses based on specific performance levels
 Bonus plan also allowed deductions for earlier-paid bonuses when
performance fell below pre-set levels
 Per Court: deductions were not for loan advances or mistaken wage
payments
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Havery v. Homebound Mortgage, Inc.
2005 WL 1719061 (D. Vt. July 21, 2005), aff’d, 547 F.3d 158
(2nd Cir. 2008)
Held: Mortgage underwriter met salary test
 Employer had two-part salary test
 Base salary was always sufficient to meet exemption requirements
 Each quarter, parties could agree to prospectively increase base
salary for processing more loans each month
 If, during the following quarter, the employee failed to meet new
quota or made excessive mistakes, base salary was reduced for the
upcoming quarter
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Cook v. Carestar, Inc.
Case No. 2:11-cv-00691 (S.D. Ohio, Sept. 16. 2013)
Held: Case Managers not paid on “fee basis” and therefore not exempt as
professionals
Compensation system paid an amount for each case manager, regardless
of time expended
 Each manager assigned number of cases; each case was assigned
points based upon the “needs/situation” of that case; total
caseload determined by taking assigned point value of assigned
cases
 Each manager given a dollar value for each caseload point based
upon manager’s education, experience, and credentials
 Compensation per pay period determined by adding up total
number of points in caseload multiplied by dollar value of the
points
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Cook v. Carestar, Inc.
Held: Not a “fee basis” payment

 During pay period, managers did multiple individual tasks for
particular case that could not be linked back to single discrete job
like a visit, performance, or project
 Duration of pay period was only basis for delineating and
distinguishing the unit of compensation
Distinguished Fazekas v. Cleveland Clinic Foundation Health Care
Ventures, Inc., 204 F.3d 673 (6th Cir. 2000), where nurses were
compensated on a per-visit basis regardless of time spent on visit or what
was done during the visit
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EXECUTIVE EXEMPTION
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Taylor v. AutoZone, Inc.
Case No. 12-15378 (9th Cir., 5/12/14)
Held: Store managers may be non-exempt

 Conflicting evidence on these points:
 Conflicting evidence on these points:
 Spent less than 50% of their time doing exempt work
 Importance of management duties compared with non-exempt
work
 Extent to which they were supervised
 Difference in pay between them and non-exempt employees
 Frequency of personnel recommendations
 Extent to which supervisors relied on recommendations
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Bacon v. Eaton Corporation
Case No. 13-1816 (6th Cir., 5/1/14)
Held: Front line shift supervisors and second-level supervisors may be nonexempt
 Conflicting evidence on these points:
 Extent of company reliance on recommendations re personnel
actions
 Job descriptions did not emphasize decisions re personnel actions
 Lack of training re conducting interviews
 Did not participate in interview process
 Personnel actions taken largely based on direct orders from
superiors
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Madden v. Lumber One Home Center, Inc.
Case No. 13-2214 (8th Cir., 3/17/14)
 Three supervisors:

 Supervisor 1: completed data entry tasks, helped in lumberyard by
assisting customers, unloading trucks, and collecting trash
 Supervisor 2: worked in the lumberyard and in shipping and
receiving
 Supervisor 3: waited on customers, helped load trucks, and
sometimes directed truck drivers where to make deliveries. Owner
made all the hiring and firing decisions and generally asked all
existing supervisors and hourly employees if they knew the
applicant
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Madden v. Lumber One Home Center, Inc.
Held: Supervisors 1 and 2 were non-exempt:

 No evidence that their personnel recommendations given more
weight than those of hourly employees
 Court would not speculate on what might have happened had there
been more personnel decisions to make
 No evidence that they actually made a personnel recommendation,
suggested an applicant for hire, or been involved in a personnel
decision
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Madden v. Lumber One Home Center, Inc.
Held: Supervisor 3 was exempt:

 He provided a recommendation for at least one employee and that
owner relied on that recommendation when deciding to hire
 Owner would not have hired applicant if Supervisor 3 provided a
bad recommendation
 Occasionally directed truck drivers where to make deliveries
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EXECUTIVE EXEMPTION
OTHER RECENT EXAMPLES
Amash v. Home Depot U.S.A., Inc., 2014 WL 4119409 (N.D.N.Y. Aug. 21,
2014)
 Assistant Store Manager exempt where his managerial duties were of
paramount importance, he enjoyed relative freedom from direct
supervision, he was paid more than subordinate employees, and he was
eligible for stock options

Trimmer v. Barnes & Noble, Inc., 2014 WL 3537867 (S.D.N.Y. July 18, 2014)
 Material factual disputes precluded finding that Assistant Store
Managers qualified for either administrative or executive exemption
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EXECUTIVE EXEMPTION
OTHER RECENT EXAMPLES
Lema v. Mugs Ale House Bar, 2014 WL 2917031 (E.D.N.Y. June 26, 2014)

Factual dispute regarding extent of plaintiff’s control over kitchen, hiring
and firing authority and freedom from supervision precluded summary
judgment
DiDonna v. Village Farms IGA, LLC, 2014 WL 2739418 (E.D.N.Y. June 16,
2014)
Disputed facts regarding whether Deli Manager had authority to hire, fire
and impose discipline, took inventory and ordered product, had
responsibility for ensuring catering orders were properly filled and creating
employee schedules, and regularly supervised two or more employees
precluded summary judgment
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ADMINISTRATIVE EXEMPTION
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Estrada v. Maguire Insurance Agency, Inc.
Case No. 12-cv-604 (E.D. Pa., 2/28/14)
Held: Automobile insurance claim adjuster was exempt

Plaintiff’s Points
Production employee because he facilitates the service that employer
provided
Did not advise management
Ability to make decisions was limited and liability decision was governed
by strict step-by-step process
Sought guidance from supervisor on anything outside “liability formula”
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Estrada v. Maguire Insurance Agency, Inc.
Defendant’s Points
Engaged in numerous activities as carrier’s representative with claimants
and insureds, obtained damages estimates, and made liability
determinations
Made recommendations on complicated issues
Assisted to develop total loss worksheet used by others
Evaluated and made recommendations regarding coverage
Inspected property damage
Interviewed witnesses and insureds
Determined liability and the value of claims
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Locke v. Am. Bankers Ins. Co. of Florida
Case No. 12-cv-1430 (E.D. Cal., 5/19/14)
Held: Adjuster for property insurance underwriting company exempt

Plaintiff’s Points
Written guidelines and policies had to be followed
Given step-by-step directives or instructions on how to do work
Used computerized estimating program to decide how much to pay on
claim
Did not participate in litigation decisions or strategies
Did not set reserves
Only made coverage decisions on small value claims
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Locke v. Am. Bankers Ins. Co. of Florida
Defendant’s Points
Its “best practices” were just guidelines and adjusters still had to use
individual discretion and judgment in any given case
Often made own decisions
Made recommendations to management based on investigation even
where someone else made decision; recommendations generally followed

“[T] test is whether they do in fact exercise such discretion and judgment
regardless of how detailed and regimented the path may be for getting to
the point where they can and do exercise that discretion and judgment.”
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PROFESSIONAL EXEMPTION
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Pippins v. KPMG
Case No. 13-889-cv (2d Cir., 7/22/14)
Held: Entry-level accountants exempt

Plaintiff’s Points
Work did not require specialized academic training
Work did not involve consistent exercise of advanced knowledge or
professional judgment
Received hands-on training from employer
Received instruction and supervision from senior team members
Performed mostly “low –level, routine work” (counting, recording, and
checking client’s physical inventory; reviews with clients of the clients’
procedures for financial reporting; preparing documents that enumerate
the audit process and review client controls)
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Pippins v. KPMG
 Audit contributions were reviewed and processed by others before
being put in report
 Typically two years before promotion to Senior Associate
Defendant’s Points
 Virtually all had accounting degrees
 Virtually all eligible to take the CPA exam
 Tasks required informed judgment characteristic of accounting
 Tasks relied on skills and knowledge obtained through specialized prior
education directed toward professional accountancy accreditation
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Pippins v. KPMG
“Breaking down tasks into their component parts so that they can be
described in the most banal way possible obscures the judgment that is
called for in determining if workers are learned professionals.”
It is “fundamental error…to confuse being an entry-level member of a
profession with not being a professional at all.”
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COMPUTER EMPLOYEE EXEMPTION
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Campbell v. Kannapolis City Schools
Case No. 1:13-cv-479 (M.D.N.C., Sept. 23, 2014)
Held: Local Area Network (“LAN”) engineer exempt

Primary duties well described in vacancy posting
Application highlights computer-related certification
Plaintiff touted record of managing network resources, projects, and
customer support
Performance evaluation identified exempt-appropriate goals (e.g.,
provide stable networking environment)
Plaintiff’s deposition supported exemption (e.g., employer counted on
him for the system to be working; relied on him to do whatever needed to
accomplish this; could work from home without advance approval; he
knew more than others; paid more than others)
Court rejected Plaintiff’s attempt to recast his job duties as lower-skilled
employee
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COMPUTER EMPLOYEE EXEMPTION
OTHER RECENT EXAMPLES
Mock v. Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp., 2014 WL 3545096 (E.D. Va.
July 15, 2014)
Engineering Tech Lead was exempt even though he did not create or
write software code, where undisputed facts showed he upgraded the
software, modified the software to adapt it to employer’s complex
operating systems, and tested upgrades and modifications.

Ross v. Creative Image Technologies, LLC, 2014 WL 2890467 (W.D. Ky.
June 25, 2014)
Sales Engineer who was responsible for designing and modifying AV
systems controlled by computers utilizing computer software was exempt.
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OUTSIDE SALES EXEMPTION
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Reyes v. Goya Foods, Inc.
Case No. 13-12827 (11th Cir., 12/6/13)
Held: Sales brokers were exempt
Plaintiff’s Points
He spent little time promoting the company’s products
More like a “merchandiser,” restocked store shelves, cleaned the
products, rotated merchandise
Placed orders to replenish products already carried by assigned stores
Did not negotiate prices of products
Defendant’s Points
He was responsible to promote and sell products at retail food outlets in
his territory
Had weekly sales goals, rarely reported to the office, set own schedules,
regularly sought to secure additional orders and better product
placements
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Killion v. KeHE Distributors, LLC
Case No. 13-3357/4340 (6th Cir., 7/20/14)
Held: Sales representatives of food distributor may be non-exempt

Factual dispute as to whether employees made sales.
They provided store support by determining the quantities of
products to be ordered, input orders, and did cold-calls to
independent stores.
The vast majority of time was spent stocking and clearing shelves,
and their compensation was primarily based on stocking shelves and
store maintenance.

Even if these duties constituted “promotional work,” it was to further
sales made by account managers, not the sales representatives.
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Killion v. KeHE Distributors, LLC
“The fact that the plaintiffs hit the order buttons on their electronic
devices, in other words, is not enough to magically transform their jobs
from inventory management to ‘sales.’”
Furthermore, the lower court failed to consider nine factors identified in
“drivers who sell” regulations, certain of which suggested they were nonexempt.
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MCA EXEMPTION
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Allen v. Coil Tubing Services, L.L.C.
Case No. 12-20194 (5th Cir., June 13, 2014)
Held: Equipment operators, service technicians, service technician trainees,
service supervisors, service coordinators, and field engineers exempt
The coordinators coordinated projects, field engineers recorded the
pressure of coil tubing units at well sites, and the other positions helped
transport materials to project sites

Discovery done on 14-employee “Bellwether group” and then both sides
moved for summary judgment
First issue: could the employees reasonably be expected to engage in
interstate commerce consistent with their job duties?
 Undisputed that the employer was a motor carrier that engaged in
interstate commerce
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Allen v. Coil Tubing Services, L.L.C.
 Second issue: did the employees engage in activities that affected the
safety of operations of motor vehicles in the transportation on the
public highways of passengers or property in interstate or foreign
commerce?
 Contested: in measuring the interstate activities of class of
employees, should the analysis be “district by district,” or
“companywide” “employee-by-employee?”
 Court: the analysis should be company-wide, especially where
interstate travel was assigned indiscriminately
 Note: in another case, the same employer had argued for
employee-by-employee analysis but the court did not accept that
argument
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Allen v. Coil Tubing Services, L.L.C.
 Court had already excluded the coordinators and engineers from the
class based on insufficient evidence that those duties were sufficiently
similar to the other positions, as well as offshore employees due to
questions about whether they engaged in safety-affecting
transportation activities affecting interstate commerce
 Precedent “looks at the reasonable expectations of the employees as a
class, even if, in doing so, the effect is to apply the exemption to
employees who rarely, or never, engage in interstate commerce.”
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Storm and Other Crises
 If employer stays open but exempt employee does not come to work:
 If employee does no work that day, employer can treat it as full-day
absence for personal reasons
 If employee does some work, employer can only deduct from
available leave bank
 If employee does not work at all for entire week, one-week
deduction can be taken
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Storm and Other Crises
 If employer closes:
 If employee does no work that day, employer can treat it as full-day
absence for personal reasons
 If employee does some work, employer can only deduct from
available leave bank
 If employee does not work at all for entire week, one-week
deduction can be taken
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Teresa R. Tracy, Esq.
Teresa R. Tracy is chair of Gladstone Michel Weisberg Willner & Sloane,
ALC’s Labor & Employment Group. She has practiced exclusively in
labor and employment law for over 30 years and has extensive experience
representing employers in wrongful termination, discrimination,
harassment, wage and hour matters, class actions and traditional labor law.
She also advises clients on compliance with the myriad of state and federal
regulations governing employers. Ms. Tracy is the author of numerous
articles, and has been selected nine times by her peers as a Southern
California Super Lawyer in the area of Labor and Employment. She was
also named one of the “Top 75 Women Litigators” by the Los Angeles/San
Francisco Daily Journal.
(310) 821-9000, x 723
ttracy@gladstonemichel.com
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Thank you!

4551 Glencoe Avenue, Ste. 300
Marina del Rey, CA 90292
Tel. (310) 821-9000
www.GladstoneMichel.com
Appeals | Aviation | Bankruptcy | Business Transactions | Complex Litigation | Entertainment & IP
Insurance Coverage & Litigation | Labor & Employment | Professional Liability | Real Estate
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Key Defense Theories to Prevent or Mitigate Damages

Noel P. Tripp
Long Island Office
November 12, 2014

Key Defense Theories: Hours Worked

#1:
Hours Worked:
-What constitutes work time; and,
-How do you (dis)prove it?
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Key Defense Theories: Hours Worked
Compensable Working Time (For Hourly Employees) Includes . . .
Time spent in primary work activities;
Idle or stand-by time controlled or requested by employer;
Time spent by an employee outside normal hours “required,
suffered or permitted to work.”
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Key Defense Theories: Hours Worked
When Is “On Call” Time Compensable? (29 C.F.R. §
785.17)
An employee who is required to remain on-call on the
employer’s premises or so close thereto that he/she
cannot use the time effectively for his/her own purposes
is working while “on-call.”
An employee who is not required to remain on the premises
but is merely required to leave word at his/her home or
with company officials where he/she may be reached is
not working while on-call.
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Key Defense Theories: Hours Worked
When Is Travel Time Compensable? (§§ 785.33-785.41)
Home-to-work and work-to-home travel is commuting time
and ordinarily not compensable working time;
Travel time during the working day is compensable, e.g.,
driving between patients, customers or sites;
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Key Defense Theories: Hours Worked
Question: For exempt employees, how do you incorporate these
considerations into litigation defense, or best practices outside
litigation?

Legal Answer: Even if an employee is misclassified, she or he
retains “burden of proving that he performed work for which he
was not properly compensated.” Holaway v. Stratasys, Inc., 8th
Cir., No. 14-1146, 11/06/14 quoting Anderson v. Mt. Clemens
Pottery Co., 328 U.S. 680, 686-87 (1946). In Holaway, the
Court ruled that Plaintiff’s testimony regarding his hours
worked (his only evidence on the issue) was so “vague” and
“inconsistent” it could not support a finding of overtime work –
even on summary judgment! However, not all employers will
be so lucky: Plaintiff’s burden is relaxed to a “just and
reasonable inference” standard. Kuebel v. Black & Decker Inc.,
643 F.3d 352, 363 (2d Cir. N.Y. 2011).
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Key Defense Theories: Hours Worked

Question: For exempt employees, how do you
incorporate these considerations into litigation
defense, or best practices outside litigation?
Practical Answer: Consider how you will respond to
a misclassification plaintiff’s allegations regarding
his or her “hours of work.” What will the data trail
show? What business records exist (e.g. sales
reports)? How will you rebut the “blank check” to
exaggerate one’s hours that the absence of time
records affords?
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Key Defense Theories: Calculation of OT

#2:
Calculation of Overtime Damages:
-Fluctuating workweek;
-The “intended to compensate” doctrine;
-Relevant evidence;
-Klinghoffer rule.
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Key Defense Theories: Calculation of OT
Summary of Fluctuating Workweek § 778.114(a) DOL
Regulation:
• Requirements:
•

Hours of work fluctuate from week to week.

•

Salary paid pursuant to “clear mutual understanding of the
parties” that fixed amount is straight time pay for whatever
hours worked in a workweek, whether few or many.

•

Salary is sufficient to compensate at a rate not less than
minimum wage for every hour worked.

•

Employer pays fixed salary during workweeks when full
schedule of hours is not worked.

• Result:
•

Overtime hours paid at one-half regular rate of pay, which varies
from week to week depending on the number of hours worked.

•

Theory: OT pay requirement is satisfied because
56 hours over 40
have already been compensated at the straight time rate.
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Key Defense Theories: Calculation of OT
Fluctuating Workweek and Misclassification Damages are not the
same thing
•

Most circuit courts hold FWW compliance not necessary or
applicable in misclassification cases. See, e.g. Urnikis-Negro
v. Am. Family Prop. Servs., 616 F.3d 665 (7th Cir. Ill. 2010)
Discussing Half-Time or Time and a Half? Calculating Overtime

in Misclassification Cases by Paul DeCamp.
•

Some courts require variation on FWW: “rebuttable
presumption” that salary does not cover all hours.

•

Key inquiry is what hours salary “intended to compensate.”
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Key Defense Theories: Calculation of OT
Intended to compensate evidence:
•

HR materials
•

Job descriptions;

•

Offer letters;

•

Trainings;

•

Mandatory forms;

• Benefits materials
•

How is PTO tracked/accrued?
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Key Defense Theories: Calculation of OT
Klinghoffer rule regarding minimum wage:
FLSA generally mandates:
(1) the payment of overtime at the regular rate for hours in
excess of 40; and
(2) that employees receive at least minimum wage for all
hours of work in a workweek.
Ex: Employee paid 35 hours at rate above minimum wage,
and later alleges she worked 36 hours, has FLSA claim only
if inclusion of additional hour pushes regular rate for the 36
hours below the min. wage (currently $7.25/hour). See
Lundy v. Catholic Health Sys. of Long Island, Inc., 711 F.3d
106 (2d Cir. 2013)(validating Klinghoffer rule).
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Key Defense Theories: Good Faith

#3:

Good Faith Defenses to Liquidated Damages
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Key Defense Theories: Good Faith
The Portal-to-Portal Act:
•

No liability for failure to pay minimum wages or overtime
compensation if proven that the act or omission
complained of was in good faith in conformity with and in
reliance on any written administrative regulation, order,
ruling, approval, or interpretation of the DOL.

Congressional Purpose of Defense
•

FLSA not intended to provide “windfall payments, including
liquidated damages, of sums for activities performed by
them without any expectation of reward beyond that
included in their agreed rates of pay.”

“Good faith” defense can be an absolute defense (§ 10) and
a defense to liquidated damages (§ 11).
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Key Defense Theories: Good Faith
§ 10 Requirements:
(1) action taken in reliance on written admin. reg., order,
ruling, approval, or interpretation by U.S. DOL, or any
admin. practice
or enforcement policy;
(2) in conformity with that ruling; and

(3) in good faith.
Test of employer's good faith is whether employer acted as
“reasonably prudent man would have acted under similar
circumstances.” But – USDOL has stopped providing
opinion letters!
http://www.dol.gov/whd/opinion/adminIntrprtnFLSA.htm
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Key Defense Theories: Good Faith
• §11 -- Eliminate or reduce liquidated damages
Requirements:
(1) Subjective good faith, defined as honesty of intention
and no actual or constructive notice of an FLSA
violation; and
(2) Employer's reasonable grounds to believe that its
conduct complies with the Act.
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Key Defense Theories: Good Faith
Considerations:
• Difficult to establish defense, especially the
complete defense under § 10
• Courts reluctant to find “good faith” defense if
issues of fact exist as to reasonableness of inquiry;
• DOL Rule/Regulation/Opinion Letter needs to
“clearly” establish no liability;
• Reliance on outcome of involuntary governmental

audits not guaranteed to support defense;
• Subjective belief insufficient;
• Be prepared to waive the attorney-client privilege;
• May not be available under state law.
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Attorneys Fees

Attorneys Fees
FLSA provides for fee shifting. 29 U.S.C. § 216(b).

Many state wage laws do as well. Reasonable
fee requirement does not require or strongly
consider proportionality. Barfield v. N.Y. City
Health & Hosps. Corp., 537 F.3d 132 (2d Cir.
2008)(affirming reduction of attorneys’ fees from
$100,000 to $50,000 where Plaintiff recovered
$1,744.50).
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Attorneys Fees
Reasonable fee issue: Rates.
High variability. Compare Kalloo v. Unlimited Mech.

Co. of NY, 977 F. Supp. 2d 209, 212-213 (E.D.N.Y.
2013)($350/hour for 5th year associate who
successfully tried case) with Encalada v.
Baybridge Enters., 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 122783

(E.D.N.Y. Sept. 2, 2014)($350/hour should be
maximum rate in District for most experienced
FLSA attorneys).
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Attorneys Fees
Reasonable fee issue: Hours expended.
While courts will assess attorney bills to determine the
sufficiency of the records, and remove block billing,
work not appropriately “pushed down,” duplicative or
unsuccessful work, the net result is usually a

substantial fee. Kahlil v. Original Old Homestead
Rest., Inc., 657 F. Supp. 2d 470 (S.D.N.Y.
2009)(agreeing with Defendant’s position regarding
Plaintiff’s counsel’s “inefficient billing” and billing for
“clerical” tasks, and reducing hours billed 15%
resulting in fee award of $95,784.30 after three
Plaintiffs accepted offer of judgment.
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Attorneys Fees
Reasonable fee issue: fees on fees
Before taking these issues to the Court recognize that
drafting the fee application itself will become part of
the fee application.
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Attorneys Fees
Reasonable fee issue: Offer of Judgment.

Cabala v. Crowley, 736 F.3d 226, 230 n. 3 (2d
Cir. 2013). Suggesting, in Fair Debt Collection
Practices Act case, that Rule 68 offer could have
cut off liability for attorneys’ fees.
Even if no Rule 68 Offer, make settlement offer as
context. Johnson v. GDF, Inc., 668 F.3d 927, 932

(7th Cir. 2012)(“substantial settlement offers

should be considered in determining reasonable
attorney's fees”)
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Noel P. Tripp
(631) 247-0404
TrippN@jacksonlewis.com
www.jacksonlewis.com
www.wageandhourlawupdate.com
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